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sophical engagement with the problems those

Elie Halevy's study of Benthamism and its in‐
tellectual genealogy was his first major work, and
it formed a bridge that carried the young French
philosopher from his early interests in abstract
philosophy towards his life's work, a general his‐
tory of England in the nineteenth century. The im‐
pact

of

La

formation

du

radicalisme

philosophique was not immediate: in fact, it was
first translated into English a quarter of a century
after its French publication, when his general his‐
tory had established Halevy's reputation in
Britain. In some ways, however, it has outlived its
successor, and in the English-speaking world it is
probably now the work most commonly associat‐
ed with Halevy's name. But why should we still
read it?
One reason is that Halevy was an archetypal
example of one type of intellectual historian--one
whose importance lay chiefly in his philosophical
intelligence. He was a philosophic historian, to be
read, perhaps, alongside such contemporaries as
Collingwood and Croce. No one can doubt his in‐
dustry as an archival researcher. He had the pa‐
tience, as none had had before him, to plough
through the voluminous Bentham manuscripts in
University College, London, and in the British Mu‐

ideas were intended to resolve. No one has ever
made Bentham's thought quite so pellucid. And in
doing so he did not over-simplify philosophic rad‐
icalism by finding more coherence than it pos‐
sessed. Instead, his method of exposition was anti‐
nomical: in expounding a body of ideas he would
typically identify an underlying tension between
two sides of a doctrine, and his exposition would
develop that contradiction and tease out its conse‐
quences. The fundamental antinomy he detected
in philosophic radicalism was between the doc‐
trine of the natural harmony of interests, which
he found in Adam Smith and which drew the utili‐
tarians towards laissez-faire, and the doctrine of
the artificial identification of interests through the
action of the state, which was present in Hobbes
and Helvetius and which underpinned Bentham's
writings on legal and penal reform, but not his
economic thought. Halevy found this a fruitful
tension, and it was the victory of the first over the
second strand that ultimately weakened the philo‐
sophical radicals' practical effectiveness. Halevy
was the first to see this basic antinomy in Ben‐
thamism, just as he was the first to see the ascetic
as opposed to hedonistic strand in utilitarianism.
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Halevy saw at the heart of philosophic radicalism
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ment. The issue is still debated today. Was Enlight‐
enment social thought fundamentally about the
intellectual discovery of 'society' as the product of
neither human nor divine will, but a spontaneous
order generated from the unintended conse‐
quences of innumerable individual human ac‐
tions? Or was it about the reshaping of human be‐
ings--body, mind, and soul--through conscious and
collective human agency? In short, which was
more typical of the Enlightenment: the invisible
hand or the Panopticon? Halevy scented this am‐
biguity at the heart of philosophic radicalism, but,
instead of trying to fit it into one model or the oth‐
er, he read it as a creative tension that gave the
system much of its practical bite.
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French edition, which contained lengthy endnotes as well as four appendices reprinting mate‐
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